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Purpose of this Document (In-scope/Out of Scope)
The purpose of this report is to review the Ransomware incident of November 2, 2019, on the
Government of Nunavut. This report is written entirely from the Community and Government
Services (CGS) Information Management/Information Technology (IM/IT) perspective. The
report will provide the background leading up to the event, details of the attack, and the
remediation efforts undertaken to restore service.
This report does not detail the impact on any other Department or Organization within the
Government of Nunavut (GN). For information related to departmental impacts, please refer
to the individual departments.

Background
The delivery of IT for the government is considered a strategic corporate service. The IM/IT
Division, within CGS which is led by the Corporate Chief Information Officer (CCIO) is the sole
branch within the GN entirely dedicated to providing IT services for government across
Nunavut. The delivery of IT services to GN departments and, in turn, residents of Nunavut is
dependant on a hybrid network of effective and reliable satellite broadband, fibre optic cable
networks as well as other support infrastructure.
Located in 25 communities across Nunavut and with southern Canada offices in Ottawa and
Winnipeg, GN facilities share a sense of territorial isolation due to their remoteness and vast
separation. Communication between all government offices is solely dependent upon satellite
services with terrestrial connectivity established through specialized services from facilities
located in Ottawa and Saskatoon. These realities have left the GN and all Nunavummiut with
some of the most expensive and limited IT services in the country, specifically in
telecommunications.
Despite these significant challenges, the IM/IT Division of CGS is making strides towards
upgrading the GN’s Information Technology infrastructures. These upgrades are significantly
expanding corporate IT applications, network access, and internet connectivity services for
departmental programs across all communities within Nunavut.
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Government of Nunavut Ransomware Attack
On Saturday, November 2, 2019, a new and sophisticated category of ransomware affected the
GN computer network territory-wide. The ransomware encrypted files on various servers,
workstations, and external storage devices in the GN network. Once the threat was identified
on November 2, 2019, IM/IT immediately took the network offline, identified affected services,
initiated a contingency response plan and contacted cybersecurity experts and software
providers to begin remediation efforts.
GN departments implemented contingency plans, ensuring essential services to Nunavummiut
continued with minimal interruption.
A GN employee posted on Facebook about the ransomware attack on the Government of
Nunavut and provided a picture of the ransom note as seen on their workstation display (See
Appendix A: Ransomware Note on Computers and Published ).
A decision was made by the leadership team not to pay the ransomware as, paying it would not
have guaranteed full recovery of GN data, nor the future security of government systems. Once
the decision was made, IM/IT initiated ransomware response teams to ensure network re-build,
full systems data recovery from backups, and desktop remediation/rebuild for end users.
An emergency meeting of the Deputy Ministers was called to communicate the situation. All
business units moved into their Business Continuity Plans (BCP) to ensure the continuation of
services for all of Nunavummiut. IM/IT worked to provide support to all departments to
ensure their BCP plans could continue. Under the direction of the Deputy Ministers Committee,
essential services were identified that set priorities of services to be restored (Health, Family
Services, Justice, Education, and Finance).
A communication strategy was implemented for Deputy Ministers to meet twice daily, share
information, make critical decisions and provide updates on the recovery efforts.
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Government of Nunavut Ransomware Response & Investigation
IM/IT initiated a full recovery from the adverse effects of the ransomware cyber-attack
incident.
A plan was created to achieve full recovery of GN Network, systems, and rebuild workstations
in all 25 Nunavut communities, including regional offices in Ottawa and Winnipeg.
Each stage of the plan consisted of specific tasks to be performed by IM/IT and reaching out to
departmental resources for assistance where/when appropriate.
The strategy involved a parallel execution in a phased approach by splitting all available
resources (IM/IT & departmental) into a backend restore group and three desktop teams. Each
desktop team was assigned to a Nunavut region (Kitikmeot, Kivalliq or Qikiqtaaluk). A “war
room” was established in Iqaluit as a command centre for the recovery of GN systems and to
support the remote teams.

Iqaluit War room

IM/IT staff on charter to Grise Fiord to rebuild all community workstations.
IM/IT staff visited all 25 Nunavut communities to rebuild GN user computers.
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•

The IM/IT management team, DM of CGS, and the Minister of CGS took on additional
roles:
o Minister of Community and Government Services took the role of informing
cabinet and MLAs on the progress of recovery.
o Deputy Minister of Community and Government Services took the lead role of
the DMs oversight committee for the planning and execution of the recovery
activities.
o Corporate Chief Information Officer took on the business liaison role of point of
single contact, working between internal IM/IT and the business departments,
and with the DMs and Communications teams.
o Director of Government Information and Planning took lead in the client
terminals remediation (procurement, workstation rebuilds, and community
deployment) for all communities.
o Director Information & Communications Technology took the lead on the
investigation, rebuild, server remediation and restoral of services for all
communities.

IM/IT management met to evaluate the current state of the recovery. Although GN had
specialists on staff, a decision was made to call in industry experts in malware attacks and aid in
the investigation/recovery. RCMP also initiated an investigation on the attack on GN systems.
With answers from the investigation coming together rapidly, IM/IT backend restore team
along with Teknicor as part of our managed service began the execution of the recovery of the
GN networks and systems. In parallel the IM/IT frontend restore teams also began the planning
and deployment of Windows 10 workstations in all 25 Nunavut communities and southern
offices in Ottawa and Winnipeg. IMIT worked with various vendor such as Mandiant/FireEye
(cybersecurity experts) and the Microsoft Detection and Response Team (DART) who are
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leading experts in security and systems recovery validated the GN recovery plan as it
progressed. The vendors also provided additional tools and assistance ensuring the appropriate
security was applied (hardening) to the environment as well as the deployment of new cloudbased solutions for productivity and security. (See Appendix B: Microsoft Report)
The recovery execution was an all hands-on deck scenario. People were assigned different
tasks that may not have been part of their normal job description to allow CGS IM/IT to move
resources into jobs they would not otherwise do, but where help was required. The focus was
on getting the primary data centre in Iqaluit back online so that all communities could connect
into it for core business applications. Restoring GN applications in Iqaluit began with bringing
government voicemail, systems, applications, and user data back online. The team in parallel
began preparation to rebuild all other communities. The restoration activities included a full
rebuild of the GN network in all communities, rebuild of all GN back-end systems, re-imaging of
all GN computers to Windows 10 in all communities, and the deployment of new cloud based
productivity tools.
The Government of Nunavut has very sophisticated backup systems. These systems are used
daily to protect the Government of Nunavut data across the territory and in all government
data centers. IM/IT created a segregated environment, disconnected from everything else, to
restore the backups and ensure government data was safe. The teams filtered data backups
through a variety of screening with FireEye to confirm they would not be restoring any infected
or compromised files. The screening was successful. This process was very meticulous and
time-consuming but critical to the success of the rebuild. Once confirmed the backups were
clean, current (as of the end of day November 1, 2019) and accessible, the decision was made
to recover/restore government data.
There were some exceptions to the loss of data:
The data for Nunavut Arctic College – Multiview Accounting System had to be restored
from the end of the day, October 31, 2019. This meant a one-day loss of data that would have
to be re-entered manually.
Data stored locally on “C” drives and not backed up by users to the network personal or
shared drives.
Data stored on USB and portable hard drives and not backed up by users to the network
personal or shared drives.
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GN Applications
As part of the rebuild process, the decision was made for any application to get back on the
network, they must adhere to new strict security controls.
1. GN applications that met the new security control criteria were restored and brought
online based on the priority of essential services first, then departmental need and
application and data availability.

2. GN legacy applications that did not meet the new security controls, were placed into a
secure zone on the network (behind firewalls) with strict user access limitations. IM/IT
worked to bring these applications back online and notified client departments when
these applications could not be put back onto the network as they were before, due to
the security risk.
The recommendation was made to work with the client departments and respective
application vendors to find a viable solution for non-complaint departmental
applications. These applications would either need to be enhanced to meet our new
security requirements or be replaced.
3. Migrate productivity applications to the cloud.
a. IM/IT determined the most efficient and secure way to bring back some
enterprise applications was to move them to cloud-based solutions. These
include:
i. Office 365
1. E-mail
2. Microsoft Teams
3. OneDrive
4. SharePoint
The E-mail services were moved from an on-premise solution to Office 365 in the cloud,
territory wide. With the implementation of Office 365, IM/IT enabled Microsoft Teams
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application for instant messaging and video conferencing, SharePoint Online and OneDrive for
file sharing and collaboration.

GN Workstations
In parallel to other backend activities, GN front-end teams in all regions began the rebuild of GN
workstations. As most GN communities do not have Help Desk staff, charter flights and
scheduled flights were arranged to bring all communities online. Teams were created in
Qikiqtaaluk, Kivalliq and Kitikmeot regions to manage the workstation remediation. During the
remediation, with the Windows 10 upgrade and new security enhancements, it was found that
over 1400 workstations would not function or at very poor performance for users and were
replaced as part of the rebuild.

Iqaluit, Rankin, & Cambridge Bay Workstation rebuild/replacement facilities – all workstations were collected and upgraded/replaced.

The logistical coordination for the procurement of workstations, shipping to communities,
flights and hotels were all major challenges. Charter flights and scheduled flights were
arranged to maximize the appropriateness of the teams to respond and bring all communities
back online rapidly. The teams encountered many issues such as weather delays, aircraft
mechanical issues, accommodation issues, and a medivac emergency commandeered one of
the charter planes, just to name a few of the many challenges. By December 21, 2019, all
Nunavut communities had core connectivity and access to GN systems.

Cost
In responding to the ransomware attack, GN has incurred costs in the form of overtime pay for
staff, contract resources, replacement of over 1400 user workstations, charter/scheduled
flights, new software licensing for new cloud services, and third-party security support services.
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The cost associated for CGS IM/IT from the ransomware incident between November 2, 2019 to
March 31, 2020 was $5,439,950 territory wide.

The people make the difference.

The Government of Nunavut Team
The GN was attacked by a sophisticated category of ransomware on November 2, 2019. Within 6
weeks, all Nunavut communities and southern offices had core connectivity with applications being
brought online. The GN response to and recovery from ransomware was incredible! The people factor
made the difference in the success of the GN recovery.
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ASSESSMENT

Prepared by
Microsoft Detection & Response Team (DART)
Nov 11-20 2019

COPYRIGHT MICROSOFT

Executive Summary
CRITICAL

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

When Microsoft DART arrived on Nov 11thth, a Doppelpaymer ransomware incident had recently occurred (Nov 1st). In addition to our typical incident
response expertise, we were also tasked to assist with re-establishing business continuity and operations.
The current threat level for the environment based on the data collected is defined as LOW. This rating is based on the following:
• Tier Zero Containment: Steps were taken to isolate Tier 0 from attack, and to harden Domain Controllers
• Local Administrators: The Local Administrator Password Service (LAPS) tool was deployed across the enterprise, which significantly reduces the
possibility for lateral movement by malware/Determined Human Adversaries (DHA)
• Azure and O365: O365 was deployed and email re-enabled, and Microsoft Defender ATP and Azure ATP were deployed, as well as Microsoft Cloud
App Security (MCAS) and Azure Sentinel to provide visibility into activity across the entire enterprise.
‘Patient Zero’ for this incident was a workstation where a user clicked a link in a spearphishing email. The Dridex credential stealing malware was
downloaded and two hidden system level accounts were used for lateral movement deployment of the Doppelpaymer ransomware.
During the course of this engagement, action was taken to identify Tier 0 assets (accounts and computers), and secure those assets using proven
methods and 1)ensure Tier 0 accounts cannot login into lower-tier computers and 2)Lower tier accounts cannot login to Tier 0 computers.
Note: Ratings are intended as a “point in time” indicator of the customer’s relative security posture but are not a guarantee for or against a compromise.
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Defense in Depth
Many layers/controls
applied – collective
strength
If one fails, other
layers protects and
mitigates

Recommendations

Recommendations <most critical>
Patching

This

Enable MFA

Modernize Windows

Microsoft Defender ATP

Maximize Windows 10
Functionality

critical.

Active Directory Hardening
Active Directory
Administrative Tier model (0/1/2)

Recommendations <also critical>
Manage Legacy protocols

PS and CMD logging

Privileged Access
Workstation (PAW)
Plan deployment of
Privileged Admin
Workstation (PAW) for
EA/DA T0, T1, and Azure
admins.
• Monitor T0 accounts and
audit usage regularly.
•

Credential Hygiene
Continue Credential
Hygiene Best Practices
• www.aka.ms/tier0 for
reference materials
•

Recommendations <also important>
Inventory Applications

Group Policy Review

Enforce Windows Firewall

Microsoft Azure ATP

Establish Comprehensive
Incident Response Plan

Plan to secure Tier 1

Recommendations <also important>
O365 Recommendations

Maximize MSFT services

Continuous Security Monitoring

